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Symposium

Noun, plural sym·po·si·ums, sym·po·si·a [sim-poh-zee-
uh].
1. a meeting or conference for the discussion of

some subject, especially a meeting at which
several speakers talk on or discuss a topic before
an audience.

2. a collection of opinions expressed or articles
contributed by several persons on a given subject
or topic.

3. an account of a discussion meeting or of the
conversation at it. (in ancient Greece and Rome)
a convivial meeting for drinking and intellectual
conversation.

4. (initial capital letter, italics) a philosophical
dialogue (4th century b.c.) by Plato, dealing with
ideal love and the vision of absolute beauty.



Hon. Benjamin N. Cardozo

May 24, 1870 – July 9, 1938
Associate Justice of the 

Supreme Court of the United States
Chief  Judge of the New York Court of Appeals 
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“Joint adventurers, like copartners, owe to one another, while the enterprise 
continues, the duty of the finest loyalty. Many forms of conduct permissible 
in a workaday world for those acting at arm's length, are forbidden to those 

bound by fiduciary ties. A trustee is held to something stricter than the 
morals of the market place . . . 
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Not honesty alone, but the punctilio of 
an honor the most sensitive, is then 
the standard of behavior . . . 
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As to this there has developed a tradition that is unbending and inveterate. 
Uncompromising rigidity has been the attitude of courts of equity when petitioned to 
undermine the rule of undivided loyalty by the "disintegrating erosion" of particular 

exceptions Only thus has the level of conduct for fiduciaries been kept at a level higher than 
that trodden by the crowd. It will not consciously be lowered by any judgment of this court.”



Thank 
You

Armed Services
State Bar of Michigan
Wayne State University Law School
Wayne State University Business Law 
Journal
Fortz Legal
PJ Muer Productions
Carolina Low County Kitchen
Speakers & Participants
Every Business Litigator’s Spouse



Roundtable: Pre-Filing 
Due Diligence, 
Corporate Governance 
and Early Discovery 
Strategies

R.J. Cronkite, Dinsmore & Shohl LLP

Bernie Fuhs, Butzel Long

Thomas Frazee, FVF Consulting 

Shaun Fitzpatrick, Fortz Legal  Support

Moderator:  Mark C. Rossman, Rossman P.C.



Roundtable: Mediation 
and Negotiation 
Strategies in Business 
Disputes
Jonathan Frank, Frank & Frank Law
David Hansma, Seyburn Kahn, P.C.
I.W. Winsten, Hongiman LLP

Moderator: E. Powell Miller, The Miller Law Firm

FRANK &
FRANK



Roundtable: Trial 
Preparation and Trial 
Strategies
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Norman Ankers, Foley & Lardner, LLP

John Below, Bodman

E. Powell Miller, The Miller Law Firm

H. Joel Newman, H. Joel Newman, PLLC

Ian Williamson, Mantese Honigman

Moderator: Bernie Fuhs, Butzel Long



Overview of 
Corporate 
Oppression

Professor Douglas Moll

University of Houston Law Center
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Symposium on Corporate Oppression 
Actions



Definition of a Closely Held Corporation

 Small number of owners

 Substantial owner participation in the management of the business

 Absence of any significant market for the company’s stock



The Oppression Problem 

 The board controls the corporation

 Majority ownership group elects the board

 Thus, the majority group can take actions that harm a minority owner (“oppression”)

 Examples: 
 Terminating employment of minority owners
 Removing minority owners from management positions
 Refusing to declare dividends
 Denying minority owners access to information
 Siphoning off earnings (often as inflated salary and bonuses)

 AND THERE IS NO EXIT!



The Oppression Action 

 The Statutory Action for Oppression

 Dissolution or other remedy on the grounds of “oppressive” conduct by “directors or those in control” (40 states)

 Two primary definitions of “oppressive” conduct:

 Oppression should be deemed to arise only when the majority's conduct substantially defeats the expectations that 
objectively viewed were both reasonable under the circumstances and were central to the minority shareholder's 
decision to join the venture.

 Burdensome, harsh and wrongful conduct, a lack of probity and fair dealing in the affairs of a company to the 
prejudice of some of its members, or a visible departure from the standards of fair dealing and a violation of fair 
play on which every shareholder who entrusts his money to a company is entitled to rely.

 Oppression as Breach of Fiduciary Duty



The Michigan Oppression Statute

450.1489. Illegal, fraudulent, or willfully unfair and oppressive conduct; action by shareholder; relief

Sec. 489. (1) A shareholder may bring an action in the circuit court of the county in which the principal place of business or registered office of the corporation is located to establish that the 
acts of the directors or those in control of the corporation are illegal, fraudulent, or willfully unfair and oppressive to the corporation or to the shareholder. If the shareholder establishes 
grounds for relief, the circuit court may make an order or grant relief as it considers appropriate, including, without limitation, an order providing for any of the following:

(a) The dissolution and liquidation of the assets and business of the corporation.
(b) The cancellation or alteration of a provision contained in the articles of incorporation, an amendment of the articles of incorporation, or 

the bylaws of the corporation.
(c) The cancellation, alteration, or injunction against a resolution or other act of the corporation.
(d) The direction or prohibition of an act of the corporation or of shareholders, directors, officers, or other persons party to the action.
(e) The purchase at fair value of the shares of a shareholder, either by the corporation or by the officers, directors, or other shareholders 

responsible for the wrongful acts.
(f) An award of damages to the corporation or a shareholder. An action seeking an award of damages must be commenced within 3 years after the 

cause of action under this section has accrued, or within 2 years after the shareholder discovers or reasonably should have discovered the cause of 
action under this section, whichever occurs first.

(2) No action under this section shall be brought by a shareholder whose shares are listed on a national securities exchange or regularly traded in a market maintained by 1 or more members 
of a national or affiliated securities association.

(3) As used in this section, “willfully unfair and oppressive conduct” means a continuing course of conduct or a significant action or series of actions that substantially interferes with the 
interests of the shareholder as a shareholder. Willfully unfair and oppressive conduct may include the termination of employment or limitations on employment benefits to the extent that the 
actions interfere with distributions or other shareholder interests disproportionately as to the affected shareholder. The term does not include conduct or actions that are permitted by an 
agreement, the articles of incorporation, the bylaws, or a consistently applied written corporate policy or procedure.



Michigan Peculiarities

 Oppression to the corporation? (Bromley)
 Seeming denial of participatory interests (does “as a shareholder” 

include nontraditional shareholder rights?)
 Unique definition of oppression
 Requirement of intent to interfere with interests as shareholders 

(Franks)



The Michigan Oppression Statute

A shareholder may bring an action in the circuit court of the county in which the 
principal place of business or registered office of the corporation is located to 
establish that the acts of the directors or those in control of the corporation are 
illegal, fraudulent, or willfully unfair and oppressive to the corporation or to the 
shareholder. 

SC 33-14-300:  “the directors or those in control of the corporation have acted, are 
acting, or will act in a manner that is illegal, fraudulent, oppressive, or unfairly 
prejudicial either to the corporation or to any shareholder (whether in his 
capacity as a shareholder, director, or officer of the corporation)”



The Michigan Oppression Statute

(3) As used in this section, “willfully unfair and oppressive conduct” means a 
continuing course of conduct or a significant action or series of actions 
that substantially interferes with the interests of the shareholder as a 
shareholder. 
Willfully unfair and oppressive conduct may include the termination of 
employment or limitations on employment benefits to the extent that the actions 
interfere with distributions or other shareholder interests disproportionately as to 
the affected shareholder. 
The term does not include conduct or actions that are permitted by an agreement, 
the articles of incorporation, the bylaws, or a consistently applied written 
corporate policy or procedure.



Business Judgment 
Rule and Pleading 
Standards

Professor Eric Zacks

Wayne State University Law School



Dialogue with 
the Professors

Professor Douglas Moll,
University of Houston Law Center

Professor Eric Zacks
Wayne State University Law School



Corporate 
Usurpation: The 
Backstory of 
Production 
Finishing v. Shields

I.W. Winsten
Hongiman LLP



The Michigan 
Oppression Statute 
Study Project

Ian Williamson
Mantese Honigman, P.C.



The Michigan 
Oppression Statute 
Study Project
State Bar of Michigan
Business Law Section
Corporate Laws Committee



Oppression Statute Study Project Timeline
• June 2018 – Corporate Laws Committee announces formation of 

committee to examine shareholder/member oppression statutes

• June-September 2018 – Justin Klimko gathers approximately 25 Business 
Law Section members interested in participating

• September 2018 – initial meeting of Oppression Study Group

• September 2018-January 2019 – Professor Molitor circulates a survey and 
narrows down study topics

• February 2019 – Oppression Study Group meeting – four “Working Groups” 
created and assigned topics

• February-June 2019 – “Working Groups” research and meet to discuss their 
assigned topics

• July 2019 – initial conference to discuss “Working Group” conclusions

• February 2020 – meeting to discuss Franks v. Franks and further actions



“Working Groups” and Study Topics
Group A

- Should “fair value” language be modified 
to address discounts?

- Should a method to determine “fair 
value” be codified in the statutes?

- Should an automatic buyout provision be 
added to the statutes?

Group B

- Should the statute clarify the interplay 
between interests “as a shareholder” and 
interests as an employee?

- Should the alternate limitations periods 
for legal and equitable relief be revisited?

Group C

- Does the language carving out conduct or 
actions permitted by an agreement/ 
articles/bylaws/policy need clarification? 

- Does this statutory language allow 
parties to “contract around” the statutory 
provisions?

Group D

- Is it clear whether shareholders who 
claim to have lost shareholder status 
through oppression have standing?

- Does a direct/derivative distinction still 
exist for closely held entities? 



“Working Group” Initial Conclusions
• Group A:

• No consensus on adding a mandatory buyout provision
• Consider adding a comment discussing different interpretations of “fair value”

• Group B:
• Considered language addressing “as a shareholder/member” question but no 

consensus on anything deemed superior to current language
• Consider adding a comment with specific examples on whether employment 

decisions could constitute oppressive conduct

• Group C:
• Some dissatisfaction with current language as it seems possible that a court could 

find oppression despite compliance with organizational documents
• No recommended changes due to scant evidence of seemingly “bad” outcomes in 

actual cases 

• Group D:
• Courts appear to accept that shareholders have standing even if they lose 

shareholder status due to allegedly oppressive actions
• No consensus on recommending changes to statutory language that could push more 

cases into derivative territory  



What Happens Now?

• Franks v. Franks – published Court of Appeals opinion issued shortly after 
the initial Working Group conclusions that impacts several different 
working group topics

• Justin Klimko and Professor Molitor held a follow-up meeting in February 
2020 to discuss the different Working Groups’ processes and conclusions

• Next issue of the Business Law Journal will be focused on the issues 
identified and discussed during the Oppression Statute Study Project

• Business Law Section has reached out to Michigan’s business court judges 
to determine whether there is any perceived benefit to developing 
specialized judicial tools for use in oppression cases

• Business Law Section has offered to convene a discussion between the 
business court judges and the Oppression Study Group  
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